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Carbon-Credit Surplus Could Soon
Turn to Shortage
Demand for emissions offsets is soaring, threatening to overwhelm supply
By Shane ShifflettFollow
Hundreds of companies plan to
achieve their climate goals using
carbon credits to offset the emissions
they can’t eliminate on their own.
Soon there might not be enough of
the credits to go around.
Despite record demand for carbon
credits last year, supply of new offsets
has still outpaced demand. That has
created a surplus that has has kept
most carbon credits cheap.
The surplus could soon turn to
shortage as businesses, acting to meet
their climate pledges, boost demand.
That will make it harder and more
expensive for companies to claim to
be offsetting their emissions. Demand
for carbon credits could also run up
against other important uses for land,
such as farming.
Carbon credits are typically issued
by projects that preserve forests,
which absorb greenhouse gases, or
by renewable energy projects that
replace fossil fuels. Each credit represents the reduction or removal of one
ton of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. These credits are part of the
so-called voluntary carbon markets.
There are mandatory markets in
places such as Europe and California
that operate differently.
A record 156 million carbon
credits were purchased by companies, governments and individuals

last year, according to a Wall Street
Journal analysis of carbon-market
data. The current surplus is 705
million credits, according to the Journal’s analysis.
Those credits cover a fraction
of the carbon-dioxide emissions
produced by U.S. businesses. In 2020,
nearly 900 U.S. companies produced
more than 9 billion tons of carbon
dioxide, according to CDP, a not-forprofit that surveys businesses’ environmental goals.
Not all of those 9 billion tons of
carbon-dioxide emissions will be
offset using carbon credits. Some will
likely continue for decades and some
will be reduced by efforts such as
boosting efficiency and switching to
renewable energy.
More than 600 of those 900 U.S.
companies have targets to shrink
their carbon footprints over the next
three decades or less, according to
CDP’s data. Of those, the Journal identified more than 70 companies that
have used carbon credits in the past.
That group, which is full of big emitters, produced nearly 2.4 billion tons
of carbon dioxide in 2020.
If those companies tried to offset
all of their emissions with carbon
credits, they would wipe out the
surplus of credits built up over years
in roughly four months.
Projections for credit demand keep
rising. Consulting firm McKinsey &

Co. predicts that annual demand for
carbon credits could reach more than
two billion within the next decade
based on company statements, climate
industry experts and net-zero goals.
The two primary types of credits—
renewable energy and forest preservation, which together account for
the bulk of credits—have limits to
their growth. The risk is that rising
demand leads developers to produce
credits that do little to reduce carbon
emissions. This has already been a
problem in the market.
A key requirement of the credits
is that the funding they provide is
necessary for the projects to get done.
As costs for renewable energy have
fallen, projects that don’t need funding
still qualify to issue credits, Journal
reporting shows. That allows developers to profit from the sale of power
and of credits, undercutting the basic
requirement for their issuance.
Credits from projects that prevent
deforestation or plant trees along
with other agricultural and landbased carbon-mitigation practices
make up nearly 50% of the available supply, according to the Journal’s analysis of the University of
California Berkeley’s carbon-credit
database. These projects are costly
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Besides its insurance brokerages, Marsh & McLennan’s
Mercer consulting unit works
with clients on health, retirement and other employee-

years of management experience in commercial-insurance
underwriting and brokerage.
He joined Marsh & McLennan
in 2016, following a management shake-up at American

ranks to the senior levels.
Mr. Doyle declined to elaborate on any specific changes
that could lie ahead but said
they wouldn’t be radical.
“We’re thriving, we’re well

